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INTRODUCTION 

 

Chris Smout 
 

 
 

The group met on October 27th at the conference centre at Birnam, a new venue for us this year, but one that proved 

popular and attractive. The first talk was given by Professor Charles Watkins of Nottingham University, on Sherwood 

Forest and its ancient trees. He took us back to the medieval past to explain the origins of the forest as a hunting 
ground, situated mostly on poor sandy soils unsuitable for farming at that time. It was beloved by the Angevin kings 

and the biggest royal forest north of London, although its famous associations with Robin Hood are in reality tentative 

and obscure. The forest gradually became eroded and reduced to discontinuous pieces, falling to its lowest ebb in 
terms of woodland cover by the middle of the eighteenth century. Tree cover today is much greater than it was 300 

years ago. In the eighteenth century there began a programme of reforestation led by the various nobles who owned 

the fragments, aptly known as the ‘Dukeries’. The survival of the huge and famous oaks can be attributed to their 
owners’ wealth (they did not need to cut them down) and to the cult of the picturesque, aided by Sir Walter Scott’s 

Ivanhoe which made Sherwood the epitome of the romantic forest. Dukes vied with one another to see who had the 

biggest trees, and one had a hole cut through a living oak big enough for him to ride through, to prove the point. 

Sherwood is still a great gathering of ancient trees such as the Major Oak, and a major economic asset in a county that 
has had more than its fair share of industrial decline. 

 

Next, Ross Noble gave an interesting account of forestry in Glenmore around 1770, when the main focus of 
exploitation was on pine timber for building the great house at Fochabers. Tenants even as far away as Deeside 

continued to enjoy traditional permission to take wood for housing and for making agricultural tools and furniture; 

cutting ‘candle fir’ was less tolerated but hard to prevent. As the wood was needed for the castle, they were called on 
to perform unpopular labour services and their customary ‘rights’ were increasingly abrogated. The main difficulty 

was to extract the timber by floating, which needed the co-operation of the neighbouring estate of Rothiemurchus, 

which was hard to come by. The Welsh consultant John Williams proposed raising the level of Loch Morlich by five 

feet and building a lock to facilitate floating, but a simple sluice was eventually constructed instead. 
 

Alasdair Ross followed with a fascinating account of the quantities of wood needed by the tenants of Strathavon to 

maintain their houses in the late sixteenth century, the evidence originating from papers in a court case. The wood 
concerned was primarily birch, rowan, alder and aspen (no pine), and the numbers of ‘trees’ needed in the entire 

lordship of Badenoch would amount to over a million a year, if the needs of Strathavon were typical. This raises the 

question of what was meant by a ‘tree’—most of them were probably saplings used in wattle, though the load-bearing 

couples would be larger. The landscape must have been patched with coppices to meet these needs, almost looking 
like biofuel plantations, and the animals carefully herded to avoid damage. 

 

Jonathan Wordsworth completed the morning with an account of the woodland archaeology of the area around 
Shieldaig where he had been helping to run courses on the relationships between archaeology and forestry, 

demonstrating how dendrochronology and other techniques could show how woods formed and changed over time. 

After lunch Christopher Dingwall introduced the story of the Birnam oak and sycamore by showing the mapping and 
literary evidence for their existence as recognised monuments; there are records of the measurement of each in a late 

eighteenth-century document, but the first printed references to the ‘two great trees…considered by tradition to be the 

only remains of the forest’ dates from 1837. The Roy map and other early plans are equivocal about the woodland 

cover. 
 

We then set out on a walk to see the trees on the banks of the Tay. Even those among us who had seen them before 

were awed by their scale and presence. They seem to be in strikingly good health, too, possibly because of their 
excellent position on a terrace just above the normal flood level. Some noted the presence of other fairly large 

sycamores in the immediate vicinity and that Roy had mapped a plantation roughly in this area, and surmised that the 

oak, already a fine isolated tree, might have been embedded in a sycamore plantation quite early in the eighteenth 

century of which the Birnam sycamore is a remnant, and the other sycamores descendants. But all this is speculation! 
 

Tea followed back at the conference centre and all agreed that it had been a fine occasion, and that we looked forward 

to another such next year. 
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THE ROMANCE OF SHERWOOD FOREST IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 

 

Charles Watkins 
 

 
Sir Walter Scott almost single-handedly created the most famous imaginative historical forest in the world in 1820. He 

did this by setting a crucial meeting between King Richard I and Robin Hood within Sherwood Forest in his historical 

romance Ivanhoe.1 This novel was a runaway success in Britain, the United States and around the globe and went into 

many editions throughout the nineteenth century. Walter Scott was enormously influential in bringing about a revival 
of interest in the Middle Ages and created at his home Abbottsford in the Scottish Borders a gothicised mansion 

surrounded by many acres of trees enthusiastically planted according to picturesque rules.2 But by powerfully evoking 

a medieval world of friars, maidens and battling monarchs he also unwittingly unleashed a desire by many to visit 
Sherwood Forest.  

 

In the novel Sherwood Forest is only loosely placed somewhere between Ashby-de-la-Zouch and York, but the quality 

of the ancient trees is precisely drawn. A ‘mysterious guide’ leads characters to a ‘small opening in the forest, in the 
centre of which grew an oak-tree of enormous magnitude, throwing its twisted branches in every direction. Beneath 

this tree four or five yeomen lay stretched on the ground, while another, as sentinel, walked to and fro in the moonlight 

shade.’ The meeting between Richard Coeur-de-Lion who had ’the brilliant, but useless character, of a knight of 
romance’ and Robin Hood took place ‘beneath a huge oak-tree’ and a ‘silvan repast was hastily prepared for the King 

of England, surrounded by men outlaws to his government, but who now formed his court and his guard. As the flagon 

went round, the rough foresters soon lost their awe for the presence of Majesty’. In this company ‘Richard showed to 
the greatest imaginable advantage. He was gay, good-humoured, and fond of manhood in every rank of life’ and was 

happy to call ‘Robin of Sherwood Forest’ the ‘King of Outlaws, and Prince of good fellows!’3 

 

Sherwood Forest was not without literary connections before Ivanhoe. William Shield’s comic opera Robin Hood, or 
Sherwood Forest opened at Covent Garden on 17 April 1784 and was frequently performed throughout the late 

eighteenth century. Now obscure novels such as Mrs Elizabeth Sarah Villa-Real Gooch’s Sherwood Forest or 

Northern Adventures of 1804 were published. But it was Ivanhoe which catapulted Sherwood Forest into the 
international popular imagination of the early nineteenth century. Soon tourists demanded to explore in 

Nottinghamshire the Sherwood Forest so vividly yet imprecisely imagined by Scott. The impact of the novel can be 

seen through the eyes of Washington Irving the American author who rode from Lord Byron’s former home Newstead 

Abbey to the Forest ‘among the venerable and classic shades of Sherwood. Here I was delighted to find myself in a 
genuine wild wood, of primitive and natural growth, so rarely to be met with in this thickly peopled and highly 

cultivated country. It reminded me of the aboriginal forests of my native land. I rode through natural alleys and 

greenwood glades ... What most interested me, however, was to behold around the mighty trunks of veteran oaks, the 
patriarchs of Sherwood Forest. They were shattered, hollow and moss-grown, it is true, and their ‘leafy honours’ were 

nearly departed; but, like mouldering towers they were noble and picturesque in their decay, and gave evidence, even 

in their ruins, of their ancient grandeur.’ He relished the literary associations: ‘As I gazed about me upon these vestiges 
of once ‘merry Sherwood’ the picturings of my boyish fancy began to rise in my mind, and Robin Hood and his men 

to stand before me ... The horn of Robin Hood again seemed to sound through the forest. I saw his sylvan chivalry, 

half huntsmen, half free-booters, trooping across the distant glades, or feasting and revelling beneath the trees.’4  

 
This contagious enthusiasm for visiting untrammelled tracts of wild medieval forest precisely coincided with the final 

stages of the dissolution of the ancient forest laws at Sherwood. Although some of the remnants of the medieval 

English royal forests such as the New Forest and the Forest of Dean remained actively managed by the Office of 
Woods throughout the nineteenth century, most, including Sherwood Forest were disafforested and sold off to private 

landowners. Like other medieval royal forests, Sherwood’s had come into being to protect monarchical hunt ing 

rights.5 Most forests contained villages, heaths, arable land, pasture and woodland. A survey of Sherwood Forest made 
by Richard Bankes in 1609 showed that by far the greater part of the forest was settled agricultural land and heath and 

                                                        
1 Ivanhoe was first published on 18 December in Edinburgh and 31 December 1819 in London ‘so close to the end of the year, Ivanhoe bore the 
date 1820 on its title-page’ Walter Scott Digital Archive, University of Edinburgh http://www.walterscott.lib.ed.ac.uk 
2 Mark Girouard, The Return to Camelot. Chivalry and the English Gentleman (London, 1981) 
3 Sir Walter Scott, Ivanhoe, (Edinburgh, 1820), pp. 195, 561 
4 Washington Irving Abbotsford and Newstead Abbey (London, 1835) pp. 233-4 
5 Young, 1979; Rackham, 1980, 1989; James, 1981 
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that it even included the whole town of Nottingham.6 There was no direct connection between the idea of forest and 

the concept of woodland: medieval forests were administrative units more akin to a modern national park than a 
plantation of trees. With the decline in Crown interest, especially from the eighteenth century onwards, the term forest 

became increasingly associated with those wooded areas which survived in areas that remained or were once Royal 

Forests in the legal sense. 

 
From the 1820s onwards, tourists began to visit Sherwood in pursuit of Walter Scott’s Robin Hood and the Forest 

which they so wanted him to have known. But the ancient oaks had been disappearing fast, the heaths were rapidly 

being converted to modern agriculture and the medieval parks of Bestwood and Clipstone were enclosed. The vibrant 
medieval identity created by the popularity of Ivanhoe began to exert a protective shield over the remnants of the 

Forest. Local authors were taken by the medieval romance of the Forest and wrote poems and essays in celebration. 

Moreover, the aristocratic owners incorporated the chivalric and medieval motifs into their new estate buildings and 
supported the development of tourism by maintaining the surviving ancient trees and allowing organised parties to 

visit the Forest. The trees also fitted perfectly with picturesque ideals of landscape appreciation which William Gilpin 

and Uvedale Price presented in the late eighteenth century.7 

 
One of the most effective local proselytisers for Sherwood was William Howitt (1792-1879) whose father was a mine 

superintendent and whose mother was an herbalist. He was born in Derbyshire and apprenticed to a cabinet maker in 

Mansfield in the heart of Sherwood. He was so enthused with the forest landscape that he started to write essays and 
poems influenced by Byron, Scott and Washington Irving. He became a pharmacist in Nottingham and around him 

and his wife Mary, who published The Forest Minstrel 1823, gathered a group of poets and authors known as the 

Sherwood Group. These included his brother Richard Howitt (1799-1869) called ‘The Wordsworth of Sherwood 
Forest’; Robert Millhouse, who published Sherwood Forest and other poems 1827; and Spencer Hall the phrenologist 

and poet who published the Sherwood Magazine. William Howitt’s essay on Sherwood Forest in his influential 

collection The Rural Life of England 1838 marvelled at the great age of the trees:  ‘A thousand years, ten thousand 

tempests, lightnings, winds, and wintry violence, have all flung their utmost force on these trees, and there thy stand, 
trunk after trunk, scathed, hollow, grey, gnarled; stretching out their bare sturdy arms, or their mingled foliage and ruin 

– a life in death… it is like a fragment of a world worn out and forsaken.’ He contrasts this sublime yet pantheistic 

vision with the life of the town worker and celebrates their potential for recreation. ‘These woods and their fairy-land 
dreams are but our luxuries; snatches of beauty and peace, caught as we go along the dusty path of duty. The town has 

engulphed us; a human hum is in our ears; and the thoughts and cares of life are upon us once more.’ At the same time 

he closely notices the work of the woodmen who ‘felled trees that were overtopped and ruined by their fellows; and 

their billets and fallen trunks, and split-up piles of blocks, are lying about in pictorial simplicity.’ 8   
 

A fascinating insight into the life of the workmen of Sherwood is provided by Christopher Thomson who published 

his Autobiography of an Artisan in 1847. Thomson settled in the Forest village of Edwinstowe as a painter and 
decorator. The author January Searle found him working in his garden ‘and directly he saw us enter the gate, he 

dashed his spade in the ground, and came forward with his hearty right hand, to welcome us…. He established an 

artisan’s library and reading room and he was ‘a landscape painter, too, and his pictures of forest scenery are as 
truthful as Nature herself.  We found the walls of his parlour covered all over with the works of his easel. He is 

married with twelve or thirteen children – a whole house full at least – although I am not sure about the exact number.’ 

9 Thomson’s artisanal picturesque views together with his written descriptions provide a remarkable insight into mid 

Victorian rural sensibility.  
 

His writings nostalgically recall the loss of common rights to fuel and fodder following the sale of the Crown lands 

‘Half a century ago, the people of this district retained many of the privileges which anciently belonged in common to 
the inhabitants of Sherwood Forest.  Here the hays of Birkland and Bilhagh… were open for them to range in, and 

indirectly to profit by; … they could supply themselves plentifully with firewood, during the whole year’. In the 

autumn the women and children harvested the bracken, burnt it and sold the ashes to alkali manufacturers.  This 
produced enough income ‘to pay off the years’ shoe bill for the family, or… other tradesman’s bills’. They could also 

‘turn their swine into the forest, where they were allowed to fatten upon the mast.’ In addition, there ‘was no lack of 

amusement’ as ‘the villagers residing on the forest skirts, could go forth with their guns, and kill the young jackdaws, 

starlings or small birds, without having  fear of gamekeepers and trespass warrants before their eyes.’10 All this had 

                                                        
6 Mastoris and Groves, 1997 
7 Charles Watkins and Ben Cowell, Uvedale Price (1747-1829) Decoding the Picturesque (Woodbridge, 2012)  
8 William Howitt, Sherwood Forest in The Rural Life of England, (London, 1838) p. 383, p. 387, p. 385  
9 January Searle, Leaves from Sherwood Forest (London, 1850) pp. 71-2 
10 Christopher Thomson, Autobiography of an artisan (London, 1847) pp. 301-2  
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changed when the woods were privatised; but the new owners had made some improvements. Thomson’s view of 

Edwinstowe of 1857 ‘as it appeared ten years ago’ showed a row of cottages ‘as far as broken lines go they are 
picturesque indeed. But… cold clay floors, want of room… a chamber, in which a family of five persons and upwards 

all lay down….’  His accompanying text goes on ‘some would doubtless prefer the group of modern cottages erected 

by the good Earl Manvers for the use of his workmen, where comfort and cleanliness have each a local habitation, and 

where useful garden plots worthy of the name are added.’ Thomson also shows how trees became renamed to make 
them fit for tourists. He describes how fifty years ago the ‘Cockhen Tree’ had ‘reigned unobserved in the centre of a 

ring of birches… his locality known only to a few …. an old farmer…[kept] game fowls in the wasting heart’ of the 

tree with ‘an improvised oaken door of rude construction.’ However, when ‘the vast size of the this noble tree began to 
excite the curiosity of the outer world one by one the birches around him began to fall before the axe, and the noble 

Earl …instructed his chief Forester to give him fair play – banish the game cocks – and let the old monarch look 

royally around on all he could survey. He was locally re-christened and called the “Major Oak,” in compliment to 
Major Rooke, the celebrated antiquarian.’11 

 

Tourist guides such as James Carter's (1850) A Visit to Sherwood Forest including the Abbeys of Newstead, Rufford, 

and Welbeck ... With a Critical Essay on the Life and Times of Robin Hood, began to appear. The great landowners 
were quick to appropriate this democratic symbol. The Duke of Portland built a new lodge at Clipstone in the forest in 

1844. The main room over the arch was ‘dedicated by its noble founder to the cause of education, for the benefit of the 

villagers of Clipstone’. ‘The prospects from this room are most beautiful, including Birkland with its thousand aged 
oaks, the venerable church of Edwinstowe, and a wide expanse of forest scenery.’ January Searle noted ‘on the north 

side, there are statues of King Richard the lion-hearted, Allan o’ Dale and Friar Tuck; on the south side there are 

similar sculptures of Robin Hood, Little John and Maid Marian.’ Another guide describes three of the sculptures as 
‘the ancient frequenters of the neighbourhood: one its presiding deity, Robin Hood; the other Little John; and, bearing 

them pleasing company, as was her wont formerly, Maid Marian.’12 These locally inspired buildings were joined by 

exotic ones such as the Duke of Portland’s ‘Russian Cabin’; Turgenev saw the ‘semi-feudal, semilibertarian great 

estates in the English Dukeries’ as a possible model for Russian estates after the emancipation of the serfs.13  The great 
new mansion built 1864-75 at Thoresby for Earl Manvers, designed by Salvin, incorporated a vast library fireplace 

celebrating Sherwood Forest. Its iconography confirmed the historical connection between Robin Hood and the 

ancient oaks for the mid-Victorian mind. The huge chimney piece ‘consists of an elaborately carved representation, in 
Birkland oak, of a scene in Sherwood Forest, in which are introduced the venerable ‘Major oak’ with his knotted and 

gnarled branches, a foreground of botanical specimens, and a herd of deer - all chiselled with much similitude to 

Nature…. Statuettes of Robin Hood and Little John support each side of the piece.’14 The combination of medieval 

legend and trees old enough to have witnessed the scenes depicted by Walter Scott was enormously potent. Individual 
trees, such as ‘Robin Hood's Larder’ and ‘Simon the Forester’, were imaginatively named, gaining credence through 

being printed on Ordnance Survey maps. By the mid nineteenth century the ancient oaks of Sherwood had become 

firmly fixed in the popular imagination as medieval icons. 
 

                                                        
11 Thomson, Hallamshire Scrapbook, 4  
12 Worksop, ‘The Dukery’ and Sherwood Forest (London, 1850) p. 244; E. Eddison, History of Worksop; with Historical, Descriptive and 
Discursive Sketches of Sherwood Forest (London, 1854), pp. 194-195 
13 Ford Madox Ford Memories and impressions ‘The beautiful genius Ivan Turgenev’ (London, 1971) p. 129 
14 F. Sissons, Beauties of Sherwood Forest. (Worksop, 1888) p. 58 
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GLENMORE FOREST – SNAPSHOTS FROM THE 1770s 

 
Ross Noble 

 
 

This paper is based on two bundles of documents from the Gordon Papers in Register House, which deal with the 

Forest of Glenmore in the period 1769 to 1776. From these two sets of documents, together with a range of published 
material, I have tried to create a series of snapshots about what was happening in the forest. These “snapshots” are 

taken from a variety of viewpoints, the estate, the forester, the local tenants, the neighbouring estate of Rothiemurchus, 

and reveal a complex set of inter-relationships and tensions. 
 

The Estate View:  It had been several decades since the woods of Glenmore had been seriously exploited for 

commercial purposes, as opposed to the on-going use of the forest as a local resource. Early in the 18th century, timber 
was sold to entrepreneurs on a couple of occasions, originally in conjunction with Rothiemurchus, when a Banff 

merchant and a London financial backer extracted timber from both estates for a few years around 1710. In 1718 the 

Glenmore woods were again made available, this time to two English Quakers, John Smith of Stockton and William 

Francis of Durham1.  Plans began to be drawn up in the 1760s for another commercial harvest, but this did not occur 
until the 1780s, when Osbourne and Dodsworth bought the woods for £10,000 sterling.2 

 

However, by the early 1770s, exploitation of the timber resource was on the agenda for another reason – the building 
of Gordon Castle at Fochabers. It is to facilitate this, that a flurry of activity can be seen in Glenmore. Plans are drawn 

up to refurbish the sluices and clear the routes for dragging timber to Loch Morlich. Over a period of three years, at 

least three different parties were requested to submit proposals for this work. The first, and most unlikely, proposal 
comes from a Welsh mineral engineer, John Williams, who draws up a detailed plan for the main sluice at the outflow 

from Loch Morlich into the Luineag burn in 1770. 

 

Williams’ plan was designed to raise the Loch by 5 feet (1.53 metres) by means of a head dam some 210 feet (64 
metres) long on either side of the outfall, built of rocks and turf. As the head dam narrowed towards the sluice, the 

inner face of the dam was to be faced with slab deals, to prevent damage by swirling logs. The sluice itself was to 

depart from the normal windlass-drawn gate, to a canal type double-leaf lock gate, which would have “less wear and 
tear.”3  There is no evidence that this was ever carried out. The other plans were by more likely people, the forester 

himself and a rival for the job. 

 

The Forester’s View: the wood forester’s position in Glenmore had been held by the Stuart family since at least the 
17th century, as oral tradition tells us that the infamous cateran, An Gamhainn Cirinn or in Scots the Halkit Stirk, 

sheltered with the Stuart foresters after a skirmish in the Ryvoan Pass, between Glenmore and Abernethy, where he 

had been wounded. It is probable that they were kin to the wood foresters of Glenlivet and Stratha’an, the Stewarts of 
Torbain. This would explain the bad blood between the Glenmore Stuarts and the Willox brothers, deer foresters in 

Stratha’an.4 

 
The new rush of work put pressure on John Stuart. Not only had he to arrange the felling and hauling of timber from 

the wood, but by the second year of the operation, he had to arrange for the “manufacture” of at least a proportion of 

the wood into “deals” (sawn planks). The estate laid down very specific demands concerning the timber that was 

required: 
“The trees have to be stript of the bark & cross cutt into logs of nineteen, fifteen, fourteen & twelve foot long ...... the 

more of the greater length the better. The finest grained wood may be cut into lengths of fourteen or fifteen foot. It is 

not very material of what lengths the logs nearest the top of the trees are made, because they will be mostly used for 
lath & sarking.” 5 

 

The price that Stuart has to work to, in processing the logs to the collection point on the Spey, is fourteen pence 
sterling per log, and eight pence sterling for squaring, dragging and floating every spar. And this price is only to be 

                                                        
1 Ann Glen, Cairngorm Gateway, Scottish Cultural Press, 2002, p.45 
2 Ibid p.61 
3 GD 44/29/7/3/1. 
4 Victor Gaffney, The Lordship of Strathavon, Third Spalding Club, 1960, p79ff. 
5 GD 44/29/7/3/25   James Ross – Instructions to John Stuart February 1771. 
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paid if a trial run shows that he cannot do the work for the previous year’s rate of twelve pence and sixpence “so as to 

have a moderate recompence for your own trouble”6 
 

The sluice at Loch Morlich required maintenance that year, and so the ground officer for Kincardine is required to 

supply labour for this, as a part of the tenants’ rental dues. Stuart is also told that with so many people going and 

coming to the glen for this work “your father and all of you will be particularly attentive that no thefts or abuses of any 
kind be committed”7 

 

The Tenants’ View:  The local tenants and subtenants of Glenmore and Kincardine will, as elsewhere on the Gordon 
Estates, have had traditional customs and rights to a certain amount of timber from the woods. This would have 

included “great timbers” and wattling material for house building, and timber for making furniture and agricultural 

implements. The natural forks of Caledonian Pine were utilised in some remarkable ways for chair-making, sledges- 
building and so forth. It is likely that local people still cut “fir candles” from living trees, to the increasing annoyance 

of the forester, although the earlier practice of allowing all the Duke’s lowland tenants access to the woods for this 

purpose had probably died out by that date. Local folklore relates that the Sithean Mor, the big fairy of Glenmore, 

whose home was beside the Green Lochan, gave these usurpers of the woodland such a drubbing that the practice 
ceased.8  However, as the commercial value of the woodlands was recognised, these customary rights were being 

squeezed. 

 
When the wood was not under contract, many tenants bought small amounts of standing timber, which they cut, 

hauled and floated to lower Speyside, providing a source of cash income.9 This again was under risk as the 

commercialisation developed. Added to that was the plan for the tenants to be excluded from hiring their draught 
beasts for hauling timber in the woods. Although there was usually a service of carriage within the rental, it appears to 

have been used to deliver timber after it had been hauled out. But the forester was not impressed by the quality of the 

animals they had. 

“The poor small cattill are very unfit to pull the logs of Glenmore, they require good, strong old horses or oxen, and 
plenty of grass.”10 

 

In a report on the woods in 1772, the unnamed author, (probably John Stuart, but not in his hand), suggests buying 
“old” horses for £1.10 shillings sterling or less, which can be slaughtered before winter sets in. In a 1775 letter from 

John Willox to James Ross, it is suggested that horses or oxen be used in the winter, when snow makes timber haulage 

easier, but again does not favour using the tenants’ oxen or horses. 

 
However, perhaps the most unpopular consequence of extracting larger than normal quantities of timber is that 

tenants, not just of Glenmore but also Kincardine, are called upon to provide labour to repair the dams and sluices. In 

1770, the Ground Officer in Kincardine is informed by James Ross: 
“It is His Grace’s orders that you call out all his tenants in the Barony of Kincardine to perform their Services at that 

work – and as they are very seldom troubled in that way, it is expected they will exert themselves to compleat the work 

as quickly as possible. You will keep a list of the people who work, and of the number of days &transmit the same to 
me”11 

 

However, it then appears that the tenants were “troubled” in each succeeding year, and the forester was given leave to 

discipline any malingers.12 Repairs to the sluice at Loch Morlich are frequent, according to Stuart, because it is also 
being used, and abused, by the Grants of Rothiemurchus.13 

 

The Neighbour’s View: The only practical way of extracting the timber from Glenmore, either by wagonway or by 
water, was across the lands of Rothiemurchus. Earlier in the century, there appears to have been a good deal of co-

operation between the estates, to such an extent that the Glenmore sawmill, built in the 1720s by Smith and Francis, 

was on Rothiemurchus land, a short way down the Luineag from Loch Morlich. However, by 1770 the situation had 
changed. Both estates had had experiences, good and bad, of commercial forestry, and both were in the process of 

                                                        
6 Ibid 

7 Ibid. 
8 Wendy Wood, The Secret of Spey 
9 Chris Smout, “The history of the Rothiemurchus Woodlands” in Rothiemurchus: Nature and People on a Highland Estate 1500 – 2000 (ed. 
Smout & Lambert), Scottish Cultural Press, 1999. This refers to the Rothiemurchus woodland, but the same was happening in Gordon lands. 
10 GD 44/29/7/3 
11 GD 44/29/7/3/12 
12 GD 44/29/7/3/25    
13 GD 44/29/1/a/1/5 
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building new and impressive dwellings. Both, too, were feeling the pinch, in terms of ready cash to run their various 

enterprises.14 
 

Moreover, the forestry operations were not the only bone of contention between the estates. Rothiemurchus had the 

tack of Kinrara and Alvie from the Gordons, and felt that the terms were proving disadvantageous to him. He resented 

being asked to turn up at Pitmain Inn, along with the other “Gentlemen of Badenoch” to negotiate a new rental in 
1770.15 By 1773 he is claiming that he is “out of pocket by bad payments by the tenants these £100 stlg.” 16And 

expects matters to worsen since: 

“most of the poor people have neither cattle nor corn to lay down their Crop tho I never either took one nor tother 
from them, nor received rent from many these past three years”17 

 

On the other hand, George Brown, surveyor for the Duke of Gordon, says of the same situation, that Rothiemurchus 
“… gets a very considerable additional rent from these poor body’s [sic] besides the Customs and services…” 18 

 

Throughout the early 1770s, then, claim and counter-claim of damage done by timber operations become more 

frequent, and, behind the polite language of gentlemen, more vicious. John Stuart writes in 1772 that: 
“Rothiemurchus and his tenants make a clamour for keeping the sluice from them. I always thought, until they told me 

that the Duke had it in tack of him [Rothiemurchus], that the sluice was on the Duke’s own property.”19 

 
James Ross replies that he thought the same, and instructs the forester to investigate the boundaries. The following 

year, we have Pat Grant of Rothiemurchus berating James Ross for avoiding coming to meet him and seeing for 

himself “the hurt doing me by the little matter by floating His Grace’s heavie wood & breaking all my bulwarks.”20 
 

By the end of the decade, this argument had turned to serious litigation, but even as early as 1775, John Stuart is 

gathering written witness testimony of past practices regarding the use of the Luineag and of wagon roads across the 

Rothiemurchus lands. 21 

 

The Rival’s View: Throughout this period of activity in Glenmore, there is, waiting in the wings, as it were, John 

Willox from Stratha’an. Willox is a wood contractor and floater, and appears to be one of the people tendering for 
floating the Glenmore timber in 1770, of whom John Stuart writes: 

“a good many wants to be employed that knows very little about the matter.”22  

 

The tender price is 50% higher than that which John Stuart closes with John Crookshank at sixpence a log and three 
pence a spar. Stuart’s assessment may not be wrong, as in a letter to his brother, John Willox admits that he was lucky 

not to lose a float of timber to the sea at Garmouth.23 His brother is Robert Willox, the Duke of Gordon’s deer forester 

in Stratha’an, and a close confidante of James Ross.24 The Willox brothers were MacGregors, many of whom found 
refuge in Gordon lands in the late 17th century. They are also known in Highland folklore as “wise men” and “act the 

conjurer and frights the ignorant in this way and makes a great deal of money by water he gives them of a white stone 

which he says cures all diseases”25 
 

In 1770, as John Stuart begins gathering tenders for all this new work, Robert Willox is writing to James Ross: 

“I am plagued with complaints from every corner against John Stewart the forester of this countrie. I do not wish to 

trouble you with them” 
but goes on to do so at great length.26 John Willox continues to submit proposals for operating the woods in Glenmore, 

and by 1775 submits a detailed proposal for building and operating a sawmill in Glenmore which will deliver “a 

thousand dozen of saw mill deals from seven to nine inch broad”27  The letter ends with a litany of faults in the present 

                                                        
14 See e.g. Smout Op Cit, and Glen Op Cit. 
15 GD 44/29/7/3/6 
16 GD 44/29/9/1/4/c 
17 Ibid. 
18 CR8/195/7 
19 GD 44/29/9/1/a/1/5 

20 GD 44/29/9/1/14/c 
21 GD 44/29/9/2/b 
22 GD 44/29/7/3 
23 GD 44/29/7/3/3 
24 Gaffney op.cit.p.84. 
25 Ibid.  P.93 
26 GD 44/29/7/3/4 
27 GD 44/29/9/2/a 
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forest management. However, John Stuart survives, and by the end of 1782 is challenging Willox as deer forester in 

Stratha’an. 
 

Action Shots: Finally, I want to look briefly at some of the facts and figures underlying this little flurry of activity in 

Glenmore. John Stuart produced detailed accounts of the timber extracted. In 1769 -70 there were 614 trees cut. All 

but 50 of these were processed before sending them north to Fochabers. The production costs were as follows: 
Number of logs  995 

Number of Spars 291 

Expence of manufacturing the above wood £26  13  8 
Expence of the sluice    £ 3  10   0 

Ditto for breaking out spokes   £ 1  15   0  

A week’s wages for John Gordon when sent 
To repair the above sluice & his expences 

In going and returning from Glenmore at 

Different times     £ 1   5    0 

Total      £33   3   828 
 

In each of the following 3 years, John Stuart’s record of the Glenmore fellings are available in considerable detail, 

with the length and the thickness at each end given. We can see that the sizes requested by James Ross are adhered to, 
although the 19 foot lengths are few and far between.  Far fewer logs are manufactured in Glenmore, suggesting that 

the sawmill is not in operation. Only seventy logs are squared in 1770 -71, against 203 that are left in the round. It is 

not clear whether the bark is stripped or left on the logs.29 Many of the shorter logs are almost 2 feet broad at the 
thicker end.30 

 

One of the most remarkable details in these papers is the arrangements for and cost of floating the timber. John Stuart 

takes on the contract of delivering logs to the sawmill at Fochabers, using John Crookshank from A’anside as his sub-
contractor. In his tender for this work, John Stuart gives a price of 6 pence a log and 3 pence a spar, but requests that 

the estate provides a team of men to draw the timber into the Fochabers mill.31 However, James Ross replies that the 

Duke is unwilling to accept this condition and points out that if the timber goes beyond Fochabers, the expense of 
hauling them back to the sawmill is part of John Stuart’s risk. However, he later moderates this stance by saying that: 

“if there is any extraordinary speat, the Duke will not scruple to give you the assistance of 8 or 12 [oar?] men for a 

day”32 

The reference to oar men suggests that the errant timber would be hauled back up the river, against the current, rather 
than by wagon on the road. 

 

The final snapshots look at sawmills. First we have the detail from John Stuart of the cost of building and maintaining 
a sawmill on the Luineag, dated 1772 

“for Building a Saw miln  £60 

Clearing the course of Luinach  £50 
Repairing the sluice   £12 

For making Roads   £15 

Yearly repairs of the above 

Except the saw miln   £10 
     £145 (sic)”33 

 

Three years later we see John Willox’s letter, but not unfortunately the tender. However, it does contain a very 
valuable insight into the issues surrounding the operation of such a mill. Speaking of Rothiemurchus he states: 

“Youle please observe that Rothiemurchas has lost his new saw mill on Benie for want of water, as it has shifted, & 

scarcely any reasonable expence can keep water to the Mill...... the first circumstance of Manufacture ....(is) the 
Builder of a Saw mill gets it to saw”34 

 

                                                        
28 GD 44/28/7/3/20 
29 GD 44/28/7/3/18 & 19. 
30 Ibid 
31 GD 44/29/7/3/8 
32 GD 44/29/7/3/7 
33 GD 44/29/7/3/29 
34 GD 44/29/9/2/a 
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On the matter of hauling timber in Glenmore, 

“The greatest inconvenience.... is that the Grass of Glenmore will never serve to putt in 3000 Loges, & the distance 
from the in-country is great & the roads bade to carry provender for the cattell that draughts, frost and snow is the 

only time for leading wood....”35 

 

When the timber is flushed from Loch Morlich to the mill: 
“the undertaker must maintain two draughts dayly, and draw the Loges out of Luinack to the door of the Mill, whence 

the milart can leid them to the Saws”36 

Willox is quite clear about where to build his mill: 
“the best stance for a mill is not far from the Loch, it is where the Quakers made the best saw mill ever was as yet 

Built on the run of Spey”37 

 
This paper has by its nature been rather fragmentary, but I hope that, like me, you will find these snapshots of 

Glenmore Forest have been helpful in understanding the working of the forest just prior to the period of its most 

systematic exploitation by Osbourne and Dodsworth from 1784 till the end of the Napoleonic Wars. 
 

 

                                                        
35 Ibid 
36 Ibid 
37 Ibid. 
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STRATHAVON VERNACULAR BUILDING SURVEYS OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY 

 

Alasdair Ross 

 
 

Introduction 
Two vernacular building surveys were produced as evidence in a long-running court case involving Alexander Gordon 

of Strathavon and the Grants of Freuchie between 1585 and 1612 (hereafter referred to as Documents A & B).1 

Essentially, the Gordons had accused their Grant tenants of the wanton destruction of forest in the lordship of 

Strathavon. To defend themselves, the Grants ordered that surveys should be undertaken of their properties that had 

been cited, to determine exactly how many trees were required either annually or biennially for each structure in every 

area of settlement occupation, and how many trees were also required for household items, agricultural implements, 

fencing, and ladders. During the period of the case it can be demonstrated that the Grants held other lands in Strathavon 

that were not included in either of the surveys so it appears as though the Gordon lawsuit was specifically targeted at a 

distinct block of Grant lands, amounting to a total of six dabhaichean (davochs) which together covered some 65km2. 

 

The two surveys, both of which are undated, vary in length and detail. The preamble in the longer of the two documents 
(Document B) specifically names both John Grant (5th of Freuchie) and his late grandfather John Grant (4th of 

Freuchie), and so it must post-date 2 June 1585 when John Grant (4th) died.2 Both documents must also pre-date 1612 

when the feud was finally resolved. Only the shorter document occasionally mentions the names of Grant sub-tenants. 

Unfortunately, it has proven difficult to track this small number of sub-tenants in the historical record. When Sir 

William Fraser arranged bundles of Grant documents either for inclusion or mention in his three-volume work The 

Chiefs of Grant,3 he placed both documents in a large bundle dated 1580x89. There is, nevertheless, one area of 

common ground shared by both documents: they each list the numbers of couples required for every structure.4  

 

 

 
 

By assessing these numbers, it can be argued that the shorter of the two documents (Document A) is the later of the two 

because it would be highly unlikely that Grant was sued for using less timber. As such, it likely dates to the period 
between the early-1590s and 1612 when legal hostilities between the two families were resumed. Different information 

is provided in each of the documents, both in terms of the numbers of buildings and in the size of those buildings in 

each area of settlement occupation, thus demonstrating that there had been some re-organisation of structures in these 

six dabhaichean between the two surveys. 

 

Currently, in Scottish terms these documents appear to be unique in the detail they provide and on one level this is very 

important in terms of both environmental history and vernacular building history. More will be said about this at a later 

stage. Nevertheless, as all historians of Scotland are aware, the country was strongly regional in nature and there must 

be a suspicion that while these building surveys are perhaps relevant to the types and sizes of buildings found at that 

                                                        
1 These documents, together with a full analysis of their contents, will be appearing in the next Miscellany volume of the Scottish 
History Society [SHS Series 6, Vol 4, (2013). ed.] 
2 NAS, CC8/8/17. 
3 W. Fraser (editor), The Chiefs of Grant 3 vols. (Edinburgh, 1883). 
4 A single couple formed an A-shaped roof support. 
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time in areas of upland Banffshire, Strathspey and Highland Mar, they may be completely unrepresentative, both in 

terms of tree use and in building structure and design, of other regions of Scotland. The following extract gives a 

flavour of this material: 

 

Item vpone the said principall onset and steiding of Delvorar tua chalmeris uther thairof haveing four trein cuppillis 

and tua taill forkis extending In tries of birk and alroun to ilk cuppill thairof as is abonewrittin And haveing the 

number of Ruiffis pannis staikis cassokis caberis and wtheris to ilk cuppillis rovme as said is Extending all the treis 

of bayth the saidis chalmeris to sevin hundreth fiftie four treyis of birk and alroun forsaid price of ilk trie thairof 

great and small yeirlie overheid as is abovewrittin. 
 

Architecture and building techniques 
Both documents seem to describe broadly similar buildings that essentially consist of a wooden framework, part of 

which supported turf walls. Although there is no mention of stone foundations in the documents, the surviving ruins 

upon some of these lands all currently possess such a feature. Archaeological investigation would be required to 

determine whether these stone foundations are an original feature or whether they overlie an earlier wood and turf 

structure.5  

 

The documents always specify the numbers of couples and (usually) two tail forks per structure that underpinned the 

wooden frameworks. All the couples seem to be built in an identical manner and comprise foundation joists, legs, 

braces, cross beams, arms and (wooden) nails. Both documents also agree that seven great trees were required for roof 
timbers between each couple, including the tail forks. Based upon this calculation, a five couple house with two tail 

forks would require forty-two great trees for the major roof timbers. More importantly, this constant surely 

demonstrates that the relative distances between each couple and the tailforks within a given structure did not change 

between the two surveys.6 Finally, both documents agree that many of the structures they describe were partitioned 

down the centre so that, for example, a five couple building with two tail forks would contain a total of twelve rooms, 

six on each side of the structure. 

 

There are, however, some design differences. According to document B, each room within any structure required forty 

cabers, together with twenty cassocks, to hold up the turf wall along one side of that room. In contrast, document A lists 

these numbers at eighty cassocks and 120 cabers per room, which is a massive increase in the amount of small timber 

required for each structure. These latter figures, despite the different ratio between cabers and cassocks, could indicate 
that the load bearing capacity of these internal walls had been greatly increased by the time of document A. This 

perhaps demonstrates that either a greater density of turf was being utilised or that the turf walls were being built higher 

than previously. Trying to decide why all these changes had occurred is quite another matter since there currently is no 

other known Scottish material to provide context. 

 

Document B also states how often the component timbers of each structure were to be replaced. According to this, 

every structure (including the couples) was completely renewed every seven years. In contrast, all other wooden 

components in every structure were ideally required to be renewed every year, or at most every second year. 

Presumably, this annual or biennial renewal of the walls, windows, roof timbers, and joists must also have necessarily 

required that the turf walls be renewed at the same time since divots quickly rot down and become difficult to separate 

for re-use. It can only be presumed that the old timbers were utilised for fuel while the old turf could easily have been 

mixed with manure and spread onto areas of crop production to deepen soils. Furthermore, since it has been calculated 
that the largest of this type of structure required one acre of turf for walling, townships with between twenty and forty 

structures would have required almost constant access to large amounts of turf. There is later evidence from another 

part of the Grant estates in Strathspey that such reservoirs of turf for building were actively managed but no such proof 

has survived for Strathavon. 

 

Types of wood used 
Document B alone specifies which types of tree were used for different purposes in each area of settlement and these 

can be seen in Figure 2:  

 

                                                        
5 Dr Piers Dixon has noted that similar stone footings in neighbouring Strathdon and Strathdee date to a pre-improvement period 
between 1650 and 1750, RCAHMS, In The Shadow of Bennachie (Slovenia, 2007), 201-04. 
6 The figure of 10ft between couples is often quoted but is a presumption. The distances could vary from between 6-19ft. My thanks 
to Dr Piers Dixon for this information. 
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From this it is evident that only three areas of settlement did not appear to possess the full complement of Birch, Alder, 
Aspen, Rowan, Hazel, and Willow. These three areas also happened to be the three highest in terms of altitude but since 

there is only around ten metres height difference between them and the next areas of settlement further down the valley, 

it is unlikely that altitude alone could account for the apparent lack of Hazel, Willow, and Aspen. Instead, it may be that 

human interference was to blame for their absence in particular areas. Alternatively, it may be that these trees were 

present in those areas but the inhabitants had deliberately chosen not to utilise them for building purposes around the 

time of the survey, perhaps due to immaturity of the wood. 

 

Of these six types of tree the most commonly mentioned in Document B are Birch and Alder, which were utilised in 

every type of structure. This is logical since Alder coppices readily on a rotation of twenty to thirty years and Birch also 

generally responds well to the same kind of management. Aspen, Rowan, Hazel, and Willow also appear to have been 

used in most structures and this usage must reflect the fact that Willow, Hazel, and to a lesser extent Rowan, all coppice 
well and have a variety of uses ranging from fencing to basket work. Rowan is also notable for its toughness and was 

prized for both cart making and for agricultural implements. All ladders were completely made from Alder.7 What is 

perhaps surprising is that there is no mention of Pine in either of these documents. It is thought Pine had been widely 

used throughout the Highlands for building purposes so its omission from these documents is puzzling.8 There are two 

main options. First, Pine was not present in Strathavon at that time. Second, that Pine was present but wholly reserved 

for a different use. 

 

Numbers and types of structures 
It is to be pitied that neither of the documents contain the same level of information regarding types of structures. This 

means that any analysis of structures is heavily dependent on document B alone (see Figure 3 below): 

 

                                                        
7 John Nisbet, The Forester: a practical treatise on British Forestry & arboriculture for landowners, Land Agents & Foresters (2 
vols. Edinburgh, 1905), i, 144-85, [hereafter: Nisbet, The Forester]. 
8 T.C. Smout, Alan R. MacDonald & Fiona Watson, A History of the Native Woodlands of Scotland, 1500-1920 (Edinburgh, 2005), 
84-90. 
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The first point to note is the regularity of numbers and types of structures in four areas of settlement, Fynrane, 

Keppoch, Auchnahyill and Geablargis.9 While three of these were contiguous, forming part of the same dabhach of 
Delvorar, Fynrane was part of another dabhach in the lordship. While it may just be a coincidence that these four areas 

possessed the exact same number and types of structure, the probability of this occurring by chance must be lessened 

by the fact that all of the remaining ten areas of settlement contained completely different numbers and types of 

structures. Accordingly, this might indicate that the types and numbers of structures found upon Fynrane, Keppoch, 

Auchnahyill and Geablargis were part of a deliberate plan of exploitation, even if it is no longer clear what that might 

have been.  

 

Slightly more curious is the fact that only one area of settlement, Delvorar, accommodated both cottars and servants. It 

is difficult to rationalise this: the quarter-dabhach of Delvorar was no larger in extent than any of the other three 

quarters of that dabhach and, faced with a substantive lack of other contemporary evidence, it is unlikely that the 

reason for it requiring the presence of both cottars and servants will ever be known. Virtually all of the remaining 
settlements allowed for either cottars or servants but not both. 

 

There are three further oddities in document B that are worth briefly discussing. The first of these is the presence of two 

structures called kitchens and it can only be presumed that these buildings were linked in some way to feeding large 

numbers of people. In this respect it is noticeable that they were located centrally in the parish of Kirkmichael. The 

second structure of note is the seedhouse, located in the dabhach of Inverlochy in the north of Kirkmichael parish. 

Since it is unique in the survey it can only be presumed that it was a location for the common storage of grain seed. If 

this was the case, it is unfortunate that neither of the surveys looked at the other part of the Lordship of Strathavon, the 

parish of Inveravon, since this makes it impossible to tell whether the Inverlochy seedhouse was purely for the use of 

the inhabitants of Kirkmichael parish or for the use of the inhabitants of the entire lordship. The final oddity is the 

presence of a wooden chimney on the fire house at Inverlochy. While the construction of this is described in detail, it is 

not clear why this structure in Inverlochy merited such a technical achievement. As far as it can be ascertained from the 
surviving records, there was nothing special about either Inverlochy or the people who lived there that could explain 

why a chimney was thought to be worth investing twelve trees in. Accordingly, it may just have been a technical 

innovation undertaken by the tenant for his own purposes of display.10 

 

Amounts of wood used 
Only one of the surveys, document B, specifies how often the wooden structures, furniture, and assorted implements 

had to be renewed. This can be broken down into three sections. First were the materials that had to be renewed 

annually and this included the internal partitions in byres and barns, hay mangers, ploughs, plough gear, harrows, 

barrows, corn forks, manure forks, saddles, spades, creels, doors, windows, tables, chests, stools, chairs, other 

household furnishings, ladders, and fences. Second were all the intermediate timbers and wattling between each couple 

and the tail forks which had to be ideally renewed every year and certainly biennially. Third were the couples and their 

                                                        
9 Though having identical numbers and types of structures, they did not require the same amounts of trees for building and 
maintenance. 
10 By the time of the second survey the tenant was Robert Grant, brother to Grant of Freuchie. This could explain the chimney but 
for the fact that it is unknown whether he was also the sitting tenant at the time of the first survey. 
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associated timbers that were renewed every seven years when each structure was completely renewed. It must be 

presumed that some of these materials like the ploughs and barrows were made out of a harder wood like Rowan. Birch 

and Alder will rot quickly if put into the ground for fencing and it must be supposed that dampness also affected 

household items like stools, chests, tables, and chairs. When all of these totals are added together: 

 

Maximum wood totals for each settlement on a seven year cycle 
 

Settlement Seven-year total of 

trees per area of 

settlement 

Delvorar 56,815 

Geablargis 74,223 

Auchnahyill 74,223 

Keppoch 74,223 

Delnaboyth 50,207 

Auchlonye 72,683 

Innerloquhye 23,338 

Ballinedin & 

Dellivrogatt 67,204 

Foirletter 23,108 

Wester Innerourie 39,220 

Over Camdell 31,357 

Nether Camdell 34,546 

Fynrane 65,116 

Ruthvene 88,602 

  

Totals 781,865 

 

At face value, a requirement of 768,719 ‘trees’ every seven years seems a shockingly large amount of immature timber 

to source but this all depends on how the resource was managed. Most trees grow quickest in the first few years of their 

lives and if they are harvested at a young age they are easier to process. Throughout much of Europe at this time the 

most common system of wood management was coppicing, usually referred to as ‘coppicing with standards’. In this, 

most trees were either cut back to ground level or to stumps on a regular cycle and the stumps then sprouted new 

multiple shoots that could be regularly harvested. The ‘standards’ were a few mature trees that were left to grow to 

provide seed banks and shelter for livestock.11 Each of the tree types named in the two Strathavon surveys coppice well 

so, just for the sake of argument, if coppicing was used to manage the Strathavon wood resource on a regular cycle, and 

if each coppiced tree produced a minimum four separate shoots, we could immediately reduce the figure of 768,719 
‘trees’ to 192,180 ‘trees’ per cycle; more if trees coppiced particularly well. Unfortunately, however, there are no 

surviving records relating to the management of forest in Strathavon before the eighteenth century so such calculations 

have to remain speculative. 

 

Conclusion 
What is perhaps most remarkable about these figures, despite the fact we have nothing substantial to compare them 

against in Scotland, is that the evidence of tree usage provided by them was never queried by the Privy Council. 

Although John Grant (5th) of Freuchie was commanded by them to provide surety to Alexander Gordon under the terms 

of an earlier Act of Parliament, nobody in a position of power to judge the long-running complaints and court cases 

ever seems to have taken exception to the quantities of trees being processed across an annual or biennial period by the 

inhabitants of these Grant tenancies in the Lordship of Strathavon. Taken together, they point towards an intensive and 

(what must have been) a highly regulated system of historic tree management in the foothills of the Cairngorms. 
 

 

 

 

                                                        
11 Paul Warde, ‘Fear of Wood Shortage and the Reality of the Woodland in Europe, c.1450-1850’, in History Workshop Journal, 62, 
2006, 28-57. 
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WOODLAND ARCHAEOLOGY AND SHIELDAIG WOODS 

 

Jonathan Wordsworth 

 

 

 

 

 
General view of woodland looking south across Shieldaig Bay. 

 

 

Coille Dhubh Wood Shieldaig is a predominantly oak woodland that forms part of the Loch Maree Complex SAC as 

‘old sessile oakwoods with ilex & blechnum … for which it is considered one of the best areas in the United Kingdom’.  
It was granted SSSI status in 1974 and its current Management Plan describe it as ‘the best example within Wester Ross 

of an oak-birch woodland growing on acid ground’. 

 

Until 1998 it was grazed by sheep and cattle when a deer fence was erected under the Woodland Grant Scheme. In 

visiting the wood today one of the most striking features is extensive natural regeneration occurring, the best in my 

limited experience that I have ever seen. However in looking at the wood it is clear there is a complex history of use 

and adaptation with trees growing out of walls and clearance cairns and then more even-aged stands lying to the North. 

My own connection with the wood was in carrying out a rapid archaeological survey of this area as part of a WGS 

scheme.  I only spent a day on site and my work was very much based on previous work carried out by the late Roy 

Wentworth, the first curator of Gairloch Heritage Museum. He mapped all the features he observed on 1:2,500 scale OS 

maps of the area. This includes one prehistoric hut circle within the wood and at least four in the area to the south, as 
well as later settlements and field boundaries.  The illustration shown here is indicative of the features recorded 

showing something of the extent of former settlement. Many of these features can still be seen on the photographs 

taken for Google Maps. They demonstrate extensive occupation for at least 2,000 years and probably much further 

back.  It is not known if this was continuous or if there were periods of abandonment. 
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1998 Archaeological survey results. Yellow marks site of prehistoric roundhouses, red post-medieval buildings, blue 

surviving stone & turf field & enclosure walls. 

 

On the Roy survey map of the area of c1750 the Gairloch area (p16) is shown as largely unwooded, though there is a 

significant piece of woodland surviving West of Shieldaig and also established woodland around Flowerdale House. In 

the area of the present woodland no trees are shown and 3 settlements shown at Shieldaig & Camisaban as well as 

additional settlements at Kerrysdale. The accuracy of the depictions on Roy has been discussed previously at SWDG 

meetings and Chris Smout and Mairi Stewart have also referred to this in their writings. However I think the extent of 

settlement shown here does suggest that settlement and grazing pressure had removed most of the woodland in this 
area.  Therefore the question arises where and when the current woodland arose.  
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Roy’s survey of c1750, showing no woodland in the study area. © & reproduced courtesy of British Library. 

 

Thomson’s atlas also shows little woodland in contrast to Isle of Maree islands and Letterewe.  Yet by the time of the 

1st OS edition survey map of c1860 an extensive woodland is shown.  Where did this come from and how do we 
explain the present make-up of the wood? 

 

It was a striking feature of an SWHDG Archaeology & Woodland Training Course, run by Peter Quelch and myself in 

2008 that this was a vigorous oakwood with mature trees and a large cohort of new seedlings.  Some of the oldest trees 

were actually growing out of archaeological features while the rest were distributed more generally.  I therefore decided 

to try and date some of the trees and thus the sequence by which they were established. This must be seen as work in 

progress as only a small sample were dated. 

  

 
An example of the vigorous regeneration visible under the mature oakwood canopy. However few of these seem to be 

surviving to maturity due probably to the canopy cover. 

 

The owner, John Macdonald, and SNH gave consent to take samples and in June 2009 with the help of my daughter 
and her Tasmanian boyfriend I took 10 core samples to age a few of these trees. Each tree sampled was photographed, 

geo-referenced, the girth measured and sketches drawn of the location as summarised in the table below. 
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Sample 

No. 

NGR Tree 

diameter 

Tree ring count Date  

estimate 

Location 

1. NG 80687 73261 c0.4m 129 

(2-5 missing) 

 

1860 Growing out of track to 

moorland 

2. NG 80677 73276 c0.42m 150 

(estimated 160) 

1848 Inside old enclosure 

3. NG 80664 72285 c0.65m 1681/2 1838 Inside old enclosure 

4. NG 80722 73115 c0.4m 1511/2 

(estimated as piece 

missing) 

1857 In even thickness stand? 

5. NG 80814 73065 c0.45m 1551/2 

(estimated 160) 

1848 In even thickness stand? 

6. NG 80869 72965 c0.7m 1841/2 (missing c5 to 

centre) 

1818 Growing out of clearance cairn 

7. NG 80872 72924 c0.95m 128 (estimated +5 to 
centre?) 

1870- Multi-stemmed  

8. NG 80865 72932 c0.6m  1311/2 

(estimated +10) 

1867- Growing out of clearance cairn 

9. NG 80887 72845 c0.95m 1611/2 (estimated 

10+ to centre) 

1837- Growing in stones to edge of 

road shown on 1849/50 map 

10. NG 80605 72790 c0.92m 1321/2 (estimated 

10+ to centre) 

1864- Part of multi-stem adjacent to 

limekiln 

 

 

                     
 

Tree sample 3 within an old enclosure at North.                                        Tree sample 4 in an even-stem size area. 
 

                      
 

Tree sample 6 growing out of stone clearance cairn                                  Tree sample 9 by path to limekiln.   

This was the oldest tree found.                                                                    Note windblow behind.     
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Tree 10 outside modern enclosure.  Sample dates only one of the stems. 

 

These results are summarised on the aerial photograph below (p19). There is some uncertainty in the dating because 

this is not like the dating of buildings matched to a master core and with Coralie Mill’s help I have had to make some 

assumptions on the dates. As the cores were taken at chest height we have also added c5 years for the saplings to reach 

the sample height. 

 

Limited historical research  
Shieldaig is not shown on the re-organised plan of Sir Francis Mackenzie in his Hints of 1838.1 At the time of the 1841 

Census there were 12 separate households registered at Shieldaig.  These include 7 headed by tenants (presumably 

small farmers as households headed by fishermen were recorded separately for the settlements to the west at Leac na 

Suidhe and Badachro), 2 by widows, 1 army pensioner, 1victualler and 1 agricultural labourer.  The latter's household is 

interesting because besides his wife and 4 children there were also 6 other residents listed including a Manager, Thomas 

Anderson and 2 female servants and a 15 year old schoolmaster. In the 1851 census only 1 household was recorded 

headed by Thomas Amos, Shepp (Sheep) Manager from Roxburgh.  My interpretation is that Shieldaig Farm was 

cleared for sheep sometime after 1841.  This is probably related to the creation of Shieldaig into a Deer Forest and this 

had certainly happened, according to the Ross & Cromarty rate books, by 1855-6 and probably much earlier than this as 

Kinlochewe is recorded as being turned into a Deer Forest in 1843 and Flowerdale in 1847. 2  

 

 
 

Admiralty Chart 2509, Ru Ruag to Gruinard Bay, including Loch Ewe & Gairloch, surveyed 1849-1851. 

© & reproduced courtesy of NLS. 

                                                        

1  Mackenzie Francis 1838, Hints for Highland Tenants and Crofters, Inverness 

2 Orr Willie 2003, Deer Forests, Landlords & Crofters, Edinburgh 
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Conclusions 

The Admiralty Map surveyed between 1849-50 shows limited woodland coming down this small valley.  From the tree 

ring dates as marked here on the aerial photograph, my conclusions would be that the woodland either had a few relics 

in this area or spread here at the end of the 18th century from the woods shown on Roy’s survey as surviving to the 

south and west of Shieldaig. From this sheltered area the woodland spread. These led to acorns either dropping down 

between the walls or being placed by mice in the stones and crevices of the cairns and dykes. These grew partially 

protected by the stones until established, though the wood may have been later modified. Note that the oldest tree was 

not the tree with the largest girth. The wood to the north, however, may have been deliberately created as an amenity 
woodland for Shieldaig Lodge. This would have to be proved by more extensive sampling and is not immediately 

apparent from the five samples taken here and would require further cores to prove. The next stage will be to do a 

thorough survey of the estate records, though initial work through Gairloch Museum suggests there may not necessarily 

be documents relating to this woodland.   

 

Aerial Photograph with sample dates. © & reproduced courtesy of SNH. 
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TALES FROM THE RIVERBANK:  A CHRONOLOGY OF THE BIRNAM OAK  
 

Christopher Dingwall 
 
Raphael Holinshed in Chronicles of England, Scotland & Ireland (1577)  

Malcolme following hastilie after Makbeth, came the night before the battell vnto Birnane wood, and when his armie 
had rested a while there to refresh them, he commanded euerie man to get a bough of some trée or other of that wood in 

his hand, as big as he might beare, and to march foorth therewith in such wise, that on the next morrow they might 

come closelie and without sight in this manner within view of his enimies. On the morow when Makbeth beheld them 

comming in this sort, he first maruelled what the matter ment, but in the end remembred himselfe that the prophesie 

which he had heard long before that time. 

 

Rev. John Robertson in The [Old] Statistical Account of Scotland (1792) 

Parish of Little Dunkeld ~ The hill of Birnam, rendered classic ground by the magic pen of Shakespeare, rises on the 

south side of the vale [of the Tay] … The natural woods consist mostly of oak, and grow in smaller and larger clumps 

along the banks of the Tay … these woods are treated in the way of coppice, being commonly sold to woodcutters and 

felled when from 20 to 25 years old … The proprietors are improving their oak woods by enclosing them with stone 
walls and filling up the vacant spaces with planted oak … At the landing of the east ferry of Dunkeld there is an oak 15 

feet and a plane 16½  feet in girth. 

 

John Stoddart in Remarks on Local Scenery & Manners in Scotland (1801) 

Everyone knows with what ease local tradition is modified as to suit public history; and it is probable that [the story is] 

a superstructure raised upon the drama itself … The Hill of Birnam, though little more than a naked crag, is rendered 

interesting by bearing traces of the poet.   

 

J. Thomson Publ. An Account of the Pleasure Tours in Scotland (1827) 

On the opposite bank [from Dunkeld] … stands the Hill of Birnam, celebrated in dramatic story, and now totally 

divested of wood.  Shakespeare, however, is right in making it once a woody scene, which it certainly was. Two great 

trees at the East Ferry in Dunkeld, are considered by tradition to be the only remains of the forest.  
 

Stirling Kenney & Co. Publ. in The Scottish Tourist & Itinerary (1836)  

The tourist reaches the famous hill of Birnam. With Birnam Wood the fate of the tyrant Macbeth was mysteriously 

connected; it has with the exception of two trees, disappeared, and has been succeeded by a forest of modern growth.  

 

Rev. Robert Allan in The New Statistical Account of Scotland (1843) 

In the district of Murthly there is a considerable extent of woods.  The planted trees are oak, ash, Scotch fir, larch and 

plane.  The indigenous are birch and hazel.  The oak and fir are of most extent and also the most profitable.  The former 

is divided into coppices, which are successively cut down once in twenty years, and afford a good return for land in 

other respects of little value.  There are two very large trees near the church on the bank of the Tay, said to be the 

remains of the once celebrated forest of Birnam ; the one is an oak, the other a plane tree, each about 18 feet in 
circumference.  They are objects of curiosity to strangers, and are interesting from their antiquity.   

 

Ordnance Survey Name Book County of Perth 50: Little Dunkeld (1863)  

 

Birnam Wood: This name is applied to a narrow strip of wood extending from the east base of Birnam Hill eastward 

along the south side of the public road to Birnam Burn.  It is chiefly of oak.  

Murthly: The northern part of Murthly below Inver is a deep narrow vale along the Tay: it is adorned with oak wood, 

and the bottom forms a stripe of good arable land. 

The Terrace: A grass walk which diverts off the toll road between Birnam Hotel and Inchewan Burn and extends for 

one mile along the south west side of the River Tay. 

Neil Gow’s Tree : A large oak tree situated on the south bank of the River Tay, adjacent to the village of Inver, under 

which it is said Neil Gow … occasionally sat to compose.     
Hangedmen’s Tree:  This name applied to a very large oak tree adjacent to the Hospital.  Tradition says that in former 

times the bodies of hanged criminals were buried under this tree.   

 

Charles McLean in Dunkeld: Its Straths and Glens (1879)  

Between the villas [of Tay View, Oakley and Woodburn] and the Tay, near to the old East Ferry of former times, are 

two very ancient and majestic trees, said to be the last remnants of the celebrated Birnam Wood or forest, mentioned by 

Shakespeare in the play of Macbeth.  They are of immense size and in perfect vigour.  The Plane or Sycamore (Acer 

Pseudo Platanus) measures at three feet from the ground 22 feet 11 inches in circumference ; and the Oak (Quercus 

Robur) 19 feet 7 inches. 
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Thomas Hunter in Woods, Forests and Estates of Perthshire (1883)  

The great forest from whose trees the soldiers of Duncan cut the boughs to cover their numbers has now entirely 

disappeared … but there are still a few gigantic living specimens that excite the wonder of all who behold them.  The 

most famous of these are the oak and the sycamore growing on the south bank of the Tay immediately behind Birnam 

Hotel.  These two trees are believed to be close upon one thousand years old, and are worthy of the admiration which is 

bestowed upon them by tourists and students of nature from all parts of the world.  The girth of the oak at 5 feet from 

the ground is 18 feet; and the sycamore, which stands 80 feet west of the oak, is even larger, being 19 feet 8 inches 

round the stem at 5 feet from the ground.  Seventy years ago a measurement of the oak was taken by the celebrated 

traveller Dr. E.D. Clarke, who reported its girth as being 17 feet; so that it has only grown one foot during that period.   
 

William Marshall in Historic Scenes in Perthshire (1880) 

Birnam was in ancient times … covered with a forest which supplied the army of Malcolm & Siward with branches 

which made them a ‘living grove’ as they moved to Dunsinane.  Of that forest two trees are said to survive, the one an 

oak, the other a plane, near the parish church, on the bank of the Tay.  These are each about eighteen feet in girth, and, 

from their supposed antiquity, are objects of much interest to visitors.  

 

Historical Measurements  
 

From the Dalhousie Muniments GD45/26/148 Note of the measurements of an oak-tree and sycamore at Birnam (ND 

– Late 18thC ? manuscript) Oak Tree at Birnam ~ 26 feet 7 inches in circumference at the base ~ 20 feet in 
circumference at 3 feet from the ground.  Sycamore at Birnam ~ 25 feet in circumference at the base ~ 19 feet 5 inches 

in circumference at 3 feet from the ground.  

 

Also: 

Birnam Oak  OSA 1792 : 15 feet in girth (at unspecified height)  E.D. Clarke c.1813 in Hunter 1883 : 17 feet in 

girth (at unspecified height)  McLean 1879 : 19 feet 7 inches  in girth at 3 feet from the ground  Hunter 1883 : 18 

feet 0 inches in girth at 5 feet from the ground.  

 

Birnam Sycamore  OSA 1792: 16½ feet in girth (at unspecified height)  McLean 1879: 22 feet 11 inches in girth 

at 3 feet from the ground.  


